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1- Distractions/  

I Corinthians 7:32-35 “I would like you to be free from concern. An unmarried 
man is concerned about the Lord’s affairs—how he can please the Lord.” But 
a married man is concerned about the affairs of this world—how he can 
please his wife— and his interests are divided. An unmarried woman or virgin 
is concerned about the Lord’s affairs: Her aim is to be devoted to the Lord in 
both body and spirit. But a married woman is concerned about the affairs of 
this world—how she can please her husband. And I am saying this for your 
own good; not that I may restrict you, and that ye may attend upon the Lord 
without distraction.” ractions/ a thing that prevents someone from giving Dist 

diversion/ interruption/ disturbance/   full attention to something else…
 intrusion interference/ obstruction/  

We live in a World that’s full of Distractions… Distractions Are Every 
Where’s… Politics the Workplace School Home… And last but not least… Our 
technology… and by that I’m talking about our Phones… 1-while Walking 2- 
While Driving 3- While Eating What is the antidote for Distractions? Focus and 
Discipline!  

1- Anything that gets all of you… Gets the Best of You…  

2- You do best… when you do Less… The Narrower your Focus… The 
Quicker your Success!  

3- Focus… decides what you learn Passion… decides how quickly you learn 
Honor decides who teaches you  

4- Pour into Dream number #1… all the Energy you have been giving to 
Dream #2. Focus!  

5- FOCUS. It decides… your Peace of Mind. It decides… The Quality of your 
day. It decides… The quality of your Life. 

2- Disappointments/ A PROMISE, A DREAM, OR AN EXPECTATION IS THE 
FOUNDATION UPON WHICH HOPE IS BUILT! WHAT IS A 
DISAPPOINTMENT? 1- disappointment is a secondary emotion…. a strong 
feeling!  

2- An emotional response that we create when circumstances and people fail 
to live up to our expectations.  



1,000 Disappointments… in your life has not stopped you. The new one 
today… Will not Stop you either… 

4- The Bottom line is, Failed Expectations is the Root cause for all 
Disappointment. 

So, my question is, should we give up on expectations, in order that we might 
remove any possibilities of ever Becoming disappointed? 

The answer is, of course not. ￼Cause Much of our excitement and 
enthusiasm in life comes from joyful expectation Or Godly Hope… 

This I why, when you remove a person’s ability to Dream or Look Forward to 
having some kind of desirable outcome in life, is like pulling out a person’s 
feeding Tube or shutting down a person’s life support system. The results are 
catastrophic!  

So, if our expectations are only based on our relationships or circumstances 
always turning out right, we are setting ourselves up for a big 
disappointment…  

Discerning is… for your Private Decision making. 

Discerning Motives is… a very painful Anointing to Experience. (Torture) But 
Necessary for Decision-making. Not Discussion  

Remember… I’m not assigned to change the Hypocrite. Merely to Discern 
Him… 

Before making important Decisions… make sure you First Check On The 
Inside… Remember, One of the Holy Spirit’s Ministry in your life is to lead and 
guide you into all Truth… So, Check with Him first and then check for either 
the presence or absent of peace… that will help you greatly in making the 
accurate decisions in your life so that you won’t have to always be fighting off 
Disappointment.  

I speak very little about what I Discern… I use my Discerning for making 
Decisions… 

The Greater your Love… The more Accurate your Discerning… 

I Think about Elijah the prophet, who called down fire from Heaven on Mount 
Carmel when he defeated the 350 prophets of Baal and brought great revival 
to Israel… But instead of being celebrated and praised for what he had 
accomplished, Jezebel put a price on his head and set out to kill him... 



As a result, the great Prophet Elijah, became so disappointed and 
discouraged that he ran for his life and literally asked God to let him die. 
WOW! Have you ever been there? I have! 

But on the other hand, if we learn to Trust in the Lord with all of our hearts and 
lean not to our own understanding… I believe that God will Keep us in difficult 
times and in times when things don’t turn out just the way we had hoped… 

listen to what David said in Psalms 62:5 My soul, wait thou only upon God; for 
my expectation is from him.  

And again, in Proverbs 23:18 For surely there is an end; and thine expectation 
shall not be cut off. 

What is divine expectation? It is stretching pulling yourself up over the fence 
of impossibilities and looking into the World of God where there are miracles 
with your name on them….  

No Time To Quit… quitters never win, etc… No time to Die…  

3- Diamond THERE ARE FIVE MAIN STEPS IN CUTTING A DIAMOND: 

1- Planning – An expert will carefully plan how the diamond will be cut (using 
computers and the latest technology.) (Jeremiah 29:11) 

2- Cleaving – This is the process where diamonds are used to cut one 
diamond into multiple pieces. This is The Process of Sanctification. Psalms 
138:8 The Lord is Perfecting that which Concerns me…  

3- Bruiting – This step is where the diamond is shaped into a specific cut. This 
process is the most intensive and takes the most time to perfect. Philippians 
1:6 Being confident of this very thing, that he which hath begun a good work in 
you and in Me will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ: 

4- Polishing – Without the polishing phase, a diamond would be dull and not 
shine. Isaiah 48:10 Behold, I have refined thee, but not with silver; I have 
chosen thee in the furnace of affliction. 

5- Inspecting – The last step in this process in the final inspection. An expert 
will use specific magnifying glasses to review its cut and value. Psalms 139:14 
I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made: marvelous are thy 
works; and that my soul knoweth right well. 



You and I may be a Diamond in the Ruff but God is not Done with us yet… 
For I Believe… THE GOOD HE HAS BEGUN IN ME AND IN YOU… HE WILL 
COMPLETE  

Ezekiel 3:8-9 “Behold, I have made your face strong and hard against their 
faces and your forehead strong and hard against their foreheads. Like an 
adamant harder than flint or an indestructible diamond point have I made your 
forehead; fear them not, neither be dismayed at their looks, for they are a 
rebellious house. [Isa. 50:7; Jer. 1:18; 15:20; Mic. 3:8.]” Be Bold, Be Strong 
For the Lord Thy God is with thee…  

The Lord ain’t through Blessing You! 

 


